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Modern Cyber-physical systems and mobile

applications like augmented reality or coordinated

driving, etc. are envisioned to combine edge-cloud

processing with real-time requirements. The real-time

requirements however create a brand new challenge

for cloud processing which has traditionally been

best-effort. A key to guaranteeing real-time

requirements is the understanding of how services

sharing resources in the cloud interact on the

performance level.

In this work, we developed a new approach that provides soft real-time guarantees on

the response time of microservices running in a container-based cloud. In this context,

we implemented a prototype of a Deployment Framework, which measures the resource

usage of the submitted microservice and uses this data to predict the microservice

response time in various workload combinations.

Contrary to existing solutions, our solution uses the CPU, disk, and memory resources to

characterize the microservice resource demand and to build a model for prediction.

Furthermore, we target a private cloud environment e.g., mobile network operators,

which enables us to apply constraints that would not be possible to implement in public

cloud service environments.

MotivationMotivation

ConclusionConclusion

The current cloud technologies cannot ensure hard

real-time guarantees, therefore we targeted

applications composed of multiple microservices that

require soft real-time responses. In this frame, the

general goal was to develop a new approach that

provides soft real-time guarantees on the response

time of microservices running in a container-based

cloud e.g., Kubernetes, where microservices are

developed in high-level programming languages e.g.,

Java. In this context, soft real-time guarantee means

that, for example, in 99% of cases, the response time

will not be more than 40 ms and in 99.9% of cases,

the request demand will be less than 70 ms.

ObjectivesObjectives

Microservice profiling

• Treat microservices as black-boxes

• Assess microservice behavior in isolation & with colocated

workloads

• Analyze attributes of main system resources

• Build model for prediction

• Design and implement Deployment Framework

• Automatically execute the microservice and assess its

resource usage

Predicting the response-time

• Optimal planning of colocated workloads

• Satisfy microservice resource demand

• Optimize server utilization

MethodMethod

17 artificial microservices

• Distributed into group of single, double, triple and quadruple workload combinations

• 5907 combinations executed in total

EvaluationEvaluation

Research for resource usage indicators

• Linux built-in features

• Third-party solutions

Observability levels

• System-wide

• Per-process

Methodologies

• Counters

• Event-based profiling

Characterizing the Microservice BehaviorCharacterizing the Microservice Behavior

Assesses the microservice performance in predefined workload

combinations. Combines the following three main components.

Orchestrator

Enables the communication between the microservice developer

and the distributed components of the Deployment Framework.

Measuring Agent

Executes the microservice in an isolated environment and records

the microservice resource usage pattern.

Predictor

Manages the prediction process to predict the microservice

execution time using the data measured by the Measuring Agents.

Deployment FrameworkDeployment Framework


